
Our company is looking for an artist, UI. Please review the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do
not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and
talent.

Responsibilities for artist, UI

A well rounded knowledge of Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, flash and After
Effects
UX Experience would be an advantage, such as user flows, wireframing and
prototyping
As a leader of the UI team you will inspires and motivate a cross discipline
team to deliver their best work and provide effective and constructive
feedback to them based on the Art Direction and Gameplay goals
Proficiency in documentation and communication is essential in sharing
information and articulating the rationale behind the UI decisions among the
development team, leadership team, and other studio partners
The UI Lead also works with external/remote teams including usability
partners and is expected to communicate and maintain the vision on a
consistent basis
Encourage the artistic development of staff through training and mentorship
As a master of their craft and experienced in this field, the Lead UI will help in
staff development from recruiting, training, and guidance
Project planning and tracking skills & understanding are important to insure
the team stays on track and priorities adapt to creative changes as needed
Works in close collaboration with Engineers, Producers, Product Managers
and Creative Leadership to design game screens and elements that are
simple and elegant for the user - focusing on usability, interaction, and visual
design
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Qualifications for artist, UI

Expert knowledge of Photoshop, Illustrator and equivalent 2D authoring
software
Knowledge of 2D-2.5D motion graphic software packages (After Effects,
Premier, Flash, Scaleform)
Able to create quick mockups and prototypes that illustrate UI concepts
Able to communicate effectively, verbally visually
A positive attitude and a desire to bring new ideas to the team
Strong understanding of modern pop culture trends within the entertainment
industry with an ability to successfully apply to UI art style as needed


